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Co-creative director Lucrezia Buccellati was  one of many luxury speakers  to talk brand s trategy and future market forecas ts  at the 10th edition
event. Image credit: Buccellati

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

While the bulk of luxury's consumer base are generally resilient in the face of tech layoffs, inflation and other
current economic challenges, the cohort is subject to something stronger.

As discussed during last week's Luxury FirstLook 2023 webinar, changes in attitudes and behaviors, ones caused by
news and "noise," could ultimately end up impacting these individuals' spending, instating hesitation in the face of
fear. During the hourlong "State of the Market" session, experts argued that it is  more crucial than ever before to
connect with a wide breadth of clients those that overlook the task at hand could risk loss of market share.

"I have a bullish bias toward luxury," said Omar Saad, senior managing director and head of softlines, luxury,
department stores team at Evercore ISI, New York.

"In the markets, we're always looking for businesses that have moats, they are indefensible," Mr. Saad said. "Well this
business has the best moat of all it's  called time."

"There are no new entrants because to be a luxury brand, you have to be really old, and there's no investor that wants
to start a new brand with a 100-year investment horizon you have a fixed amount of competition and ongoing global
demand growth over time."

The Jan. 26 digital event was moderated by Mickey Alam Khan, editor-in-chief of Luxury Daily, New York.

Revenge spending still stands
Second up of last Wednesday's planned programming, Luxury Daily's hourlong "State of the Market" session
included six total speakers from around the world.

Representatives of Buccellati, Grace de Monaco, Coresight Research, Evercore ISI, Miss Tweed and Sedhom Law
Group in order of digital appearance each offered salient comments on the state of the luxury market from the
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perspective of their own respective sectors.

Continuing on during his segment, Mr. Saad also points to a common misperception about the pandemic and sector
growth, stating that though the industry did well, it did not "boom," as many suggest.

Luxury Daily's  hourlong "State of the Market" sess ion included s ix total speakers  from around the world. Image credit: Luxury Daily

The expert also points to a widespread underestimate of the potential of Chinese performance in terms of spending
on travel and experiences.

"Now the good news for luxury is, it's  one of the sectors that really benefits from travel," Mr. Saad said.

"Obviously there is a tremendous amount of spending on luxury goods when consumers travel."

In the U.S., Mr. Saad argues that pandemic limits sparked a mindset shift among baby boomers, who now wonder
what the purpose of stockpiling so much cash is at the hands of unpredictable global circumstances.

Thus, the group is beginning to spend with unprecedented levels of haste. Similarly, as Gen Z buyers enter the
market, luxury brands are meeting the moment with inclusive, versus exclusive, efforts.

"They have flipped the entire model on its head in the last five to 10 years, truly opening the aperture of the audience
to almost anyone," Mr. Saad said.

Quality digs
In an interesting method of combating inflation, the senior managing director points to the rising popularity of
"trading up," or making more expensive purchases upfront to avoid having to replace items of lesser quality later
down the line. The practice advantages luxury goods sales.

One expert in particular agreed with Mr. Saad, expanding on the premise during the digital event.

"Once you've tasted luxury you don't want to go back," said Marie Driscoll, managing director of luxury and retail at
Coresight Research, New York.

Luxury captured a lot of new audiences [from] 2020 to 2022," she said. "Some of those people are going to say, I'd
rather not buy, I'd rather buy less and I'd rather buy quality.'

"I'd rather buy a Louis Vuitton handbag, than trade down,' and so I think there is a stickiness to luxury."

Marie Driscoll, managing director of luxury and retail at Cores ight Research, New York, and Omar Saad, senior managing director and head of
softlines  at Evercore ISI, New York. Images  courtesy of Marie Driscoll/Evercore

Ms. Driscoll goes on to deliver a rough timeline for these events as well. During her segment, the analyst mentioned
that widespread sticker shock is still no match for pent-up demand, as consumers continue to eat out, fly and seek
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live entertainment, despite inflated prices, in alignment with the previous speakers' accounts.

"People were buying things and cleaning out luxury inventory in 2020 and 2021," Ms. Driscoll said.

"When you think about luxury and beauty, in an environment where there were no experiences, buying luxury was the
best experience you could have," Ms. Driscoll said. "All of a sudden you are part of a new world.

"People that I knew were calling me up saying, I never really was going to buy the Celine handbag, but I'm buying it
now, I have nothing else to do, I deserve this."

Overall, the analyst spoke to market evolution, and the mindset that underlined shifts.

"After a few years of double-digit growth in luxury, you have now the situation where we are experiencing inflation,
we have daily headlines of tech layoffs of the tens of thousands, and the wealth effect that really helps the higher-end
earner spend [is impacted by noise]," Ms. Driscoll said.

"In 2022, the inventory started to right, [but] we had new forces, inflation hit, and the stock market got bumpy," she
said. "This year, we sit at a different point."
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